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**Abstract.** The method of optimal resource management of a distributed dynamic system based on the algorithm of zeroing neural networks offers a new approach to effective resource management in distributed dynamic systems using advanced machine learning technologies. Research questions concern determining optimal resource management strategies in a distributed dynamic system, as well as evaluating the effectiveness of the proposed method in various scenarios. The research methods include mathematical formalization of the problem, development of an algorithm for zeroing neural networks and conducting numerical experiments based on computer modeling. The results of the study demonstrate the high efficiency of the proposed method of optimal resource management in a distributed dynamic system. The conclusions emphasize the importance of using the algorithm of zeroing neural networks in the context of optimal resource management in distributed systems and the possibility of its application to solve practical problems in various fields, such as energy, production, transport and others.

**1 Introduction**

Optimal resource management is an important aspect of the efficient functioning of distributed dynamic systems, such as energy networks, transport systems, production processes, and others. Reducing the harmful impact on the environment, increasing economic efficiency and ensuring sustainable development have become important tasks of modern society.

With the development and application of artificial intelligence, including neural networks, new opportunities are emerging in the field of optimal resource management. One of the promising approaches is the use of the algorithm of zeroing neural networks (ZNN), which offers an effective solution to optimization problems in complex and dynamic systems.

The purpose of this study is to develop a method of optimal resource management based on the algorithm of ZNN for distributed dynamic systems. Within the framework of this method, the use of zeroing neural networks will be investigated to optimize the use of
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resources, take into account environmental factors and achieve an optimal solution based on a dynamic system. [1-3]

This article is relevant in the context of environmental and economic challenges of our time, as well as the development and application of artificial intelligence in optimal resource management. The results obtained can be of practical significance for various industries and applications, contributing to sustainable development and reducing the negative impact on the environment.

2 Problem statement

Development of a mathematical model and an optimal control algorithm, conducting numerical experiments and evaluating the effectiveness of the method on the example of the applied problem of minimizing the carbon footprint. Solving these tasks will allow creating a new method of optimal resource management for various systems, contributing to more efficient use of resources and sustainable development of the system.

Development and application of the approach of using a ZNN to solve problems of resource management of a distributed dynamic system.

The purpose of the study is to develop and present a method for optimal resource management in distributed dynamic systems based on the algorithm of ZNN. The research is aimed at creating a mathematical model that takes into account time constraints and minimizing the carbon footprint, developing an optimal control algorithm based on the algorithm of ZNN, and conducting numerical experiments to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed method.

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Model systems

The study of modern scientific publications has determined the need to use hybrid resource management in a distributed dynamic computing system in order to minimize the carbon footprint and preserve productivity, which includes: an algorithm for scheduling migration, replication, latency and computing tasks; technology for dynamic control of the purity and voltage of processors; a ZNN algorithm for managing RDVS resources.

Describe the main steps of this approach as:

1. Collection of statistical data on the work of the RDVS. At this step, data is collected on the operation of system nodes in various load conditions (problem solving), such as the frequency and voltage of processors, migration and replication.

2. Determining the state of the system. This step includes monitoring the current state of the computing system, including the state of computing nodes, their performance, available resources, load, etc.

3. List of new tasks. New tasks that come into the system must be registered. This includes information about computing requirements, deadlines, and task priorities.

4. Calculation of the performance of nodes and channels. Based on the current state of the system and the requirements of the task, the operability of computing nodes and network channels is calculated. This allows you to determine which nodes and channels can be used to complete the task.

5. Calculation of the time and necessity of migration and replication. If it is necessary to migrate a task from one node to another or create a replica of it, the time required to perform these operations and their expediency are calculated, taking into account minimizing the carbon footprint and maintaining productivity [4-5].
3.2 Conducting experiments to test the effectiveness of the developed control approach

Studying the operation of the method of nulling neural networks to solve the problem of resource management of a distributed dynamic computer network.

Let us consider a series of experiments to study the selection of the structure and parameters of the ZNN, in which the error will be minimal.

The truncation error order chosen was $k+2$. The lengths of the initial vectors are indicated in the table. Data for the experiments are described in Table 1.

**Table 1.** Description of data for experiments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$k$, $s$</th>
<th>second largest root magnitude</th>
<th>polyrest</th>
<th>$\tau$ coeff</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1, 2</td>
<td>0.4472 [-0.6; -0.2; -0.2]</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2, 2</td>
<td>0.8360 [3.808215205198584e-01; -1.168617033577950; -4.156914832110251e-01; 2.034869962691167e-01]</td>
<td>2.38953901192650</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2, 3</td>
<td>0.5226 [1.176689655734125e-01; 8.516604383514612e-01; 3.818277128943235e-01; 6.773366868988580e-02; 4.808551698248645e-02]</td>
<td>2.219772790140505</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2, 4</td>
<td>0.4637 [-7.325911840449030e-02; -6.340690083336632e-01; -3.531153119650761e-01; 4.999504148385766e-03; 4.272929389028893e-02; 1.271464066455492e-02]</td>
<td>2.090810740934728</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3, 3</td>
<td>0.8290 [7.35628776490319e-01; -1.310212542580311; -9.130279068639379e-01; 4.241789042054587e-01; 1.601227985618904e-01; 9.669002979213243e-02]</td>
<td>2.706690598404911</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3, 4</td>
<td>0.6397 [5.020490554114563e-01; -1.054074297181794; -7.768688386704860e-01; 1.83595902390256e-01; 2.017816085472454e-01; 2.855311728115157e-02; 2.793031316429520e-02]</td>
<td>2.560245298708237</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3, 5</td>
<td>0.5816 [2.480059771240410e-01; -7.88519836683375e-01; -6.390357837629567e-01; 4.813679465812866e-03; 1.687449854130043e-01; 4.118123638757526e-02; 2.278552457478595e-02; 2.140473336905329e-02]</td>
<td>2.394810523248907</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4, 4</td>
<td>0.8477 [1.038159703195557e-01; -1.378825739811979; -1.496966727252006; 6.334710791603586e-01; 5.40639647842177e-01; 3.038823278816560e-01; 9.303412726167593e-02; 6.043907506716473e-02]</td>
<td>2.964332575206227</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Computational experiments were carried out on a data set of the NorduGrid network consisting of more than 2.7 billion nodes distributed in 141 geographical locations. The data were enriched with an estimate of carbon dioxide emissions as a result of generating the energy necessary for the operation of these computing nodes. These indicators were obtained from the Integrated Database on Emissions and Generating Resources (eGrid), which is a comprehensive data source of the Clean Air Markets Department of the Environmental Protection Agency and the environmental characteristics of almost all electricity generated in the world [6-9].
The optimal control function of this system was built by a complete search. While maintaining sufficient performance (the average calculation time is not less than the real one), the parameters of the nodes, the location of tasks on the nodes were redistributed so as to minimize CO2 emissions. Over a time period of 30 days, this allowed to reduce emissions by 9.4%. It should be noted that the calculation of optimal system management on a computer with the characteristics: core i9 11980HK processors (2.6-3.3GHz), Ge-Force RTX 3090 Ti, 128 GB RAM and 24 GB of video memory, 1TB solid-state drive, was 47 hours and 12 minutes.

Since the control function of distributed dynamic computing systems depends on the configuration parameters of computing nodes (x) and migration (y), we will consider the behavior of ZNN according to them.

3.3 Findings

Thus, using a software platform to solve the optimization problem by the method of zeroing neural network, we obtained ZNN solutions for optimizing CO2 emissions. The following results with input parameters of the two-week period were obtained:

Solutions for $\tau = 0.03$ and $\eta = 25$ by method 1/2 ZNN are shown in Figure 1.
The error graphs with $\tau = 0.03$ and $\eta = 25$ for ZNN method 1/2 are shown in Figure 2.
The calculated solution $(x(t), y(t))$ from start $o$ to end with $\tau = 0.03$ and $\eta = 25$ is shown in Figure 3.

![Graph of errors at $\tau = 0.03$ and $\eta = 25$ for 1,2 ZNN method](image1)

Fig. 1. Solutions.

Figure 2 shows the results of the work with the following parameters: $k=1$, $s=2$, $\tau=0.03$, $\eta=25$.

![Solution for $\tau = 0.03$ and $\eta = 25$ for 1,2 ZNN method](image2)

Fig. 2. Error graphs.
Figure 3 visualizes the behavior of the algorithm for two components together.
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Fig. 3. Calculated solution.

4 Conclusion

The developed method of optimal resource management based on the algorithm of ZNN has shown its effectiveness in distributed dynamic systems that take into account time constraints and minimizing the carbon footprint. The proposed method makes it possible to effectively optimize the use of resources, manage production processes and take into account environmental restrictions, which can be applied in various fields, such as energy, production, transport, etc. The developed algorithm of ZNN allows you to automatically select the optimal network structure, learn based on historical data and determine the optimal control signals, which makes the method adaptive and flexible. In general, the developed method of optimal resource management based on the algorithm of ZNN is a promising area of research in the field of optimal control of distributed dynamic systems, with the potential for practical application in various fields and further development [10-14].
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